1) As the name indicates, it's a graphical user interface for matching keystrings in a log-file. It offers two different views: 1.
After an initial setup, you can view your matches as a tabular list, with the time of the match. This is the simplest, the quickest
and most user-friendly view of the program. 2. The second view allows you to view your matches in a semi-graphical way, as
boxes in the background. If your logs are located on a filesystem which does not support searching, and your box is running on
Linux, Mac or Windows, the more advanced viewing mode is highly recommended. 2) This application was developed as a
replacement for an older Windows-only tool called “MusicReMatch”. MusicReMatch was a 32-bit standalone application that
could search for keystrings in an MP3 file. It also displayed the matches in graphical form, but this was the only way of
extracting metadata from files (like artist name, title, song-title, album, album-artist, year, etc.). During the period of the beta
development, MusicReMatch was developed to become an open-source application. This way, we were able to add useful
features to the program, such as the ability to extract album art, and the ability to send logs to the web service. 3) The interface
of MusicReMatch was a bit outdated, and we felt that a modern interface was necessary. So, we completely redesigned and reimplemented the application in.NET (3.5 Framework), using our own user interface, XML-files, etc. 4) Most importantly, we
completely removed the Windows-only parts of MusicReMatch, and wrote a cross-platform application that is completely free
of any sort of restrictions. The application is licensed under the GNU GPLv3.0. This means that it is free for both commercial
and non-commercial use. 5) Our primary use for MusicReMatch is that it was used to verify samples for song covers. However,
MusicReMatch is far more than a simple application to examine sample files. It also allows you to manipulate the metadata of
your MP3 files. 6) MusicReMatch is one of the few free applications that can do this, and most of the metadata manipulation
tools (like Exact Audio Copy or WinAmp) are not free. MusicReMatch is definitely worth considering if you are looking for a
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Macros are a feature of the ILIAS module, which allow for the creation of conditional statements. The syntax is similar to PHP,
so developers can create powerful lines of code with a few shortcuts. For example, the opening statement of a macro is written
as follows: Start Macro (aka: “Macro”): Macro Name: (The name of the macro used to access it) Macro Condition: Macro
Content: End Macro: Upon clicking on the module for the first time, the Macros drop-down list will appear and a user can begin
to create a macro. The contents of each macro are found under “Macro Content”. New macros can be added by dragging and
dropping a block of content from within the modules for ILIAS that they wish to use. Developers can take advantage of
conditional statements in their macros, which allow for the creation of statements such as: IF “NAME = [VALUE]”, DO
something… ELSEIF “NAME = [VALUE]”, DO something else… ELSEIF “NAME = [VALUE]”, DO something else…
ELSEIF “NAME = [VALUE]”, DO something else… The “[VALUE]” represents the NAME that will be received from the
context. The macro may include nested “IF” or “ELSEIF” statements in order to trigger different statements, and all macros can
include additional syntax to utilize variables or global items. In order to get more information, it is highly recommended that
users read the ILIAS User Guide ( Example: Start Macro (aka: “Macro”): Macro Name: myMacro Macro Condition: Macro
Content: First Section IF “NAME = [VALUE]”: Start SubSection IF “[VALUE]” = “Test1”: Macro Content: ELSEIF “NAME =
[VALUE]”: ELSEIF “[VALUE]” = “Test2”: ELSEIF “[VALUE]” = “Test3”: ELSEIF “[VALUE]” = “Test4”: ENDIF Second
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